Views from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam

HOW DO
NEWSROOMS
HANDLE
COVERAGE OF
ASEAN-RELATED
STORIES AND
ISSUES?

What editorial value do newsrooms in Cambodia,
Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Myanmar and
Vietnam put on stories and issues related to the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),
ASEAN regionalism and integration?
How do they invest in covering these? What is CLMV
editors’ assessment of their staff journalists’ skills in
understanding ASEAN to do in-depth and critical
reportage on regional issues?
The responses to, and reflections around, these
questions are discussed in the report ‘How Do
Newsrooms Handle Coverage of ASEAN-Related
Issues? Views from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar
and Vietnam’. It discusses the results of a qualitative
survey that the Reporting ASEAN media program
carried out as part of its CLMV Integration Series
(2018-19).
Reporting ASEAN hopes that the findings in this
report – about how the media view and handle
ASEAN issues in terms of news – provide information
that is useful to a mix of audiences such as journalism
teachers and media trainers, editors and publishers,
as well as foreign policy experts, diplomats,
government officials and other students of the idea
that is ASEAN.
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From the Editor’s Desk

in putting shape to a media skills-building

project of good use for journalists from ASEAN
countries, we needed to, well, start from the start.
That is what the Reporting ASEAN program sought
to do in this qualitative survey called ‘How Do
Newsrooms Handle Coverage of ASEAN-related
Issues? Views from Cambodia, Lao People’s
Democratic Republic, Myanmar and Vietnam’.
The information and insights that Reporting
ASEAN’s questionnaire gathered from 24 editors
from 22 media houses in CLMV offer a peek into
the news media’s editorial investment in following
ASEAN-related issues.
Nearly five years since the ASEAN Community was
launched at the end of 2015, it is a good time to
look at how deeply the region’s own media follow
ASEAN-related news. This is particularly so in the
case of the four newer member countries of CLMV,
which have now been part of Southeast Asia’s key
regional grouping for some two decades.
The results of this survey have helped Reporting
ASEAN shape the activities and knowledge
outputs of the CLMV Integration Series, which it
implemented in 2018-19. This series zeroes in on
perspectives from these four countries as they
deepen integration into the ASEAN Community.
The gems in this in formation-gathering exercise
lie in the editors’ evaluations of how familiar their
organizations and journalists are with ASEAN
issues, what news priority they give to ASEANrelated coverage, their own assessments of the
4
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strengths, weaknesses and needs of their journalists, as well as what they identify as the toughest
reporting challenges in covering ASEAN’s role, relevance and impact.
The editors’ insights were substantial inputs in Reporting ASEAN’s workshop for the participating
journalists in the CLMV Integration Series (held in Bangkok in April 2019) and in the reporting
tool that it produced (‘Reportage around ASEAN Issues: A News Tipsheet’).
‘How Do Newsrooms Handle Coverage of ASEAN-related Issues? Views from Cambodia, Lao
PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam’ is the third knowledge output of the Reporting ASEAN program.
The first was a content analysis study of how 19 local- and English-language newspapers in 10
ASEAN countries covered ASEAN. It comprises a chapter in the book ‘Reporting Development
in ASEAN’ (2012). The second was the set of responses that emerged from the consultations
that Reporting ASEAN held in 2016 with reporters and editors in Vietnam, Cambodia and the
Philippines. These brought out challenges they face in understanding ASEAN, and the types of
training and exposure they said they needed in order to report more critically on regional issues.
This newsroom survey for editors brings us a step further in looking within media to better
understand where ASEAN issues are in the particular contexts of CLMV, in the world of news as
well as in media training circles.
While from a modest number of respondents, the survey results and reflections provide a glimpse
of newsroom realities that is indispensable in the creation of credible spaces for independent,
critical and interesting storytelling around ASEAN issues. At a time when regional news is also
fast becoming local, journalists are finding that being able to put on a regional storytelling lens
is a value-added skill in today’s quick-fix media environment.
What does this report tell us in terms of training work in regional reporting for CLMV and ASEAN
countries? The idea of going local in training in professional media skills points toward the
direction of developing practical, hands-on programs that come with actual reportage – in
effect, starting from local settings in order to grow a regional perspective.
Finally, ‘How Do Newsrooms Handle Coverage of ASEAN-related Issues?’ offers valuable
perspectives for news managers, media trainers and teachers, foreign policy analysts and
scholars, as well as ASEAN itself, around the reporting skills and habits, and media mindsets
and structures in the ASEAN region.

Johanna Son
Editor and Founder, Reporting ASEAN
Bangkok, Thailand
September 2019
@reportingasean
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About this Survey Report

the reporting asean program conducted the survey called

‘how

do newsrooms

handle coverage of asean-related issues?’ to obtain information and insighs into how media
houses in Cambodia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Myanmar and Vietnam (CLMV) go
about planning and carrying out coverage of issues around ASEAN, the ASEAN Community and
ASEAN regionalism.
The survey collected the data discussed in this report through questionnaires using the purposive
sampling method. The questionnaire was sent to 46 editors from newsrooms in Cambodia, Lao
PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam (CLMV), from print, television, online and radio. Twenty-four (52%) of
these editors sent in their responses.
This survey questionnaire was first drafted in English, and then translated into Khmer, Lao, Burmese
and Vietnamese since most of the newsrooms targeted for this project are local-language outlets.
Local-language media outlets, after all, dominate the news scene in the CLMV countries.
The survey is divided into five sections.
The first section lays out the nationality and sex of the respondents, their positions in their news
organizations and average years in the media profession, as well as the language of their media
outlet and media type, whether print, television, radio, or online.
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Section II looks into newsrooms’ current practices in their coverage of ASEAN-related stories and
issues. Respondents were asked questions such as “Do you have a separate/focused section/
program segment on ASEAN-related issues?” and follow-up ones about details such as “name
of section/program” and “frequency of publication/airing”.

Section III addresses the matter of human resources that the newsrooms have in their coverage
of ASEAN-related issues, through questions such as “Does your media house train its staff
journalists on covering ASEAN or doing regional reporting?”.
In Section IV, the respondents were asked to provide assessments of the skills of their journalists.
Among the questions used to draw these insights out were: “What are the three biggest
challenges journalists face in reporting on ASEAN issues?” and “What are the top five skills that
your journalists need further training on, to better ASEAN?”
Section V, the last section of the survey, seeks editors’ views on whether their news organizations
would have interest in receiving, publishing and distributing, original stories about ASEAN issues
produced from within the region – should they be offered such material.
The survey ends by asking editors for their reflections on media reportage on regional/ASEAN
issues, and for suggestions beyond those covered by the survey’s questions.
A copy of the questionnaire used in this survey project is on Page 24.
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1

S e ction

Respondents’ Background

Respondents by Country

Repondents by Sex

MALE 67%

FEMALE 33%

CAMBODIA
25%

LAO PDR
21%

MYANMAR
21%

VIETNAM
33%

The 24 respondents came from the
newsrooms of media organizations in
Cambodia, Lao People’s Democratic
Republic, Myanmar and Vietnam. To ensure
enough diversity and representation from
these four countries, efforts were made
to collect at least five responses from
each country. The most number of survey
responses came from Vietnam (33%),
followed by Cambodia (25%), Lao PDR
(21%), and Myanmar (21%). With regards to
nationality, almost all editor-respondents
are nationals of the countries where their
media organizations are based in, except
for Myanmar, where 2 out of 5 respondents
(40%) are from countries outside the CLMV
set.
8

Composition of Respondents
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There is a 1:3 ratio between female
respondents and male respondents, with Lao
PDR having the highest percentage of female
respondents (60%), followed by Vietnam
(37.5%), Myanmar (25%), and Cambodia
(16.67%).
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Years in the Media Profession

63%

12%

17%

5- 10
years

10- 15
years

8%
﹥ 15 years

Unspecified

All the respondents in this survey are editors,
with 33.3% of them being editors-in-chief of
their respective media organizations. When
it comes to their experience in the media
profession, 63% of the respondents reported
having more than 15 years’ experience in
news. A total of 17% of the respondents have
10 to 15 years’ experience, and the remaining
12% have 5 to 10 years’ experience. The
remaining 8% did not give information about
the years they spent in news work.

Type of Media

based media (29.2%) and radio (4.2%). It is
important to note that even though some
media organizations are primarily print,
TV or online, all of them have their own
websites.
Most of the TV stations whose editors
responded to this survey operate 24 hours,
seven days a week. The print media have the
most variety in terms of publication frequency.
A total of 37.5% are published daily, while
the rest vary from weekly, monthly, five days a
week, six days a week, and bi-weekly. As for
the only respondent who came from radio,
his station’s frequency of airing a program/
segment related to ASEAN or the region is
twice a week.

Language of Media Outlet

8%
17%

4.2%

75%

29.2%

33.3%
4%

Local language

Bilingual (Local language and English)

33.3%

TV

Print

Digital

English

Radio

The most common types of media outlets
of the respondents are print (33.3%) and
TV (33.3%), followed by online or digital-

A total of 75% of the respondents’ media
products are in the local languages of their
countries. Seventeen percent are in English,
and 8% publish/air content in both English
and the local language.
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2

S e ction

Coverage of ASEAN-related Stories and Issues

Question 1 Does your media outlet carry
stories related to/about ASEAN and the ASEAN
Community?
Almost all, or 92%, of the respondents answered
this question positively, saying that their media
outlets do carry stories related to ASEAN and the
ASEAN Community. A small percentage said their
media outlet do not carry reports on such issues
(4%), and the rest are uncertain if they do (4%).
(The 8% who did not respond ‘yes’ to this question
continued to answer the follow-up questions in this
section that are intended for those whose news
products have ASEAN-related stories.)

92%

Yes
No
Not certain

Question 2 What is the most common
format of these published/aired stories?

13%

29%
58%

Straight news
Feature/analyses
Column/op-ed pieces

10

4%

Straight news is the most common format used
by the respondents’ media houses to publish or
air stories on ASEAN and the ASEAN Community
(58%). The next most common format are features/
analyses, with 29% of the respondents choosing this
option. The remaining 13% identified “Column/
Op-ed pieces” as the most common format for
ASEAN stories carried by their media houses.
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Question 3 Where do these ASEAN-related
stories appear?
A total of 62.5% of the respondents said that
ASEAN-related stories usually appear “in the local
or national page/section/program” of their news
products. For 20.8% of the respondents, ASEANrelated stories appear “in a Southeast Asia/
Asia page/section/program”. The rest (16.7%)
answered that ASEAN-related stories come out in
other sections or programs.

16.7%

20.8%

62.5%

In the local or national pages/section/program
In the local or national pages/section/program
Others

Question 4 How often do you publish stories
related to ASEAN issues?

17%
37%
25%
21%

Daily to once a week
2 to 4 times a month
More than 4 times a month
Hardly (1 to 3 times a year)

Most of the respondents’ media outlets publish
ASEAN-related stories with a frequency of daily to
once a week (37%), followed by two to four times a
month (25%), more than four times a month (21%),
and one to three times a year (17%). This set of
data needs to be examined alongside the range
of publication frequency of the media houses, as
explained in Section I, as more frequent publishing
routines should mean more opportunities to carry
ASEAN-related stories.

Question 5 Do you have a separate/focused
section/program segment on ASEAN-related
issues?
Majority (54%) of the respondents said their media
outlets did not have a section/program/segment
that is dedicated to ASEAN issues. The remaining
46% said their media houses had such a section/
program/segment. Among this group, 64% said
these sections had been established prior to the
launch of the ASEAN Community in December
2015.

54%

46%

Yes

No
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3

S e ction

Editorial Resources 								
in Covering ASEAN-related Issues

Question 1 Who produces most of your stories on ASEAN?
This question seeks to find out the source
of the ASEAN-related stories that the
respondent’s media houses publish, in
particular whether they are produced inhouse or by non-staffers. Fifty-eight percent
of respondents answered that their media
outlets use the content produced by their
own journalists for their coverage of ASEAN
issues, while 38% relied on international wire
agencies/syndicated services.
The respondents whose news organizations
use content produced by their staff journalists
gave various responses for why this is so.
Interestingly, the reasons behind having
staff-produced stories were very different,
ranging from confidence in in-house skills
to a lack of these. “We have our own editors
who produce news analyses who are also
assigned to cover ASEAN,” one editorrespondent explained. But another said:
“We do not have extra budget to buy stories
from other agencies”. For those whose
media outlets carry ASEAN-related stories
produced by international wire services or
syndicated material, among the reasons they
cited were “limited human resources” and
lack of “budget to report within ASEAN”.
12

The remaining 4% of the respondents
answered that they use neither of the two
previous options. One editor explained
that his media house uses a mix of its own
journalists and “freelancers, and colleagues
(from) newspapers or experts in ASEAN
region, as well as the information from
international news agencies, to ensure
diversity and objectivity”.
4%

38%

58%

Own journalist/editor/columnist
International wire agencies/syndicated services
Others
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Question 2 Do you have a staff journalist assigned to focus on/follow ASEAN issues,
and develop stories on these?

42%

58%

Yes

No

For 42% of the respondents, their news
outlets have a staff journalist assigned to
focus on ASEAN issues and to develop stories
surrounding ASEAN, while 58% said they do
not have in-house staff devoted to this area
of reportage. Among those editors whose
media houses have a journalist focusing on
ASEAN issues, all said their staffers continue
to be assigned to cover other news topics.
The topics that they covered alongside
ASEAN issues include world issues in
general and other foreign news, as well as
specific issues such as economics, politics,
and culture.

Question 3 Has your media organization ever sent its own journalist/s to cover an
ASEAN event outside your country?
A total of 71% of the respondents said that
their media organizations have sent their own
journalist/s to cover an ASEAN event outside
their home countries. The rest who answered
‘no’ (29%) cited the lack of resources in
particular for why their media houses have not
sent journalists on overseas coverage related
to ASEAN issues or events.

29%
71%

Yes

No
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Question 4 Does your media house train its staff journalists on covering ASEAN or
doing regional reporting?
Fifty-eight percent of the respondents said
that their media organizations do not provide
their staff journalists specific training that
focuses on regional reporting or covering
ASEAN issues. The remaining 42% said
their media houses carry out such training
activities.

42%

58%

Yes

No

Question 5 Do you have an in-house training section/department?
This question looks into whether media
houses have an in-house training section/
department to start with. In answer to this
question, 54% of the respondents said that
they do not have an in-house training section/
department in their media organization. The
rest of the respondents (46%) replied that
they have their own training sections.
However, it is significant to note that
even though a media house does have
an in-house training section, it does not
necessarily mean that its training covers
regional reporting – or vice versa. Among
the media organizations that said they train
their journalists on regional reporting in
Question 4, 20% said they do not have inhouse training sections. This may indicate
participation by their staff in external

14

capacity-building programs. From the
media groups that have in-house training
sections and replied yes to Question 5,
27% say they do not train their journalists
in reporting on regional issues or with a
regional perspective.

46%

54%

Yes

No

4
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S e ction

Assessment of Skills and Training Needs in
Covering ASEAN-related Issues

Question 1 How familiar is your media organization with Southeast Asia/ASEAN?
This question asked the respondents to encircle the number that best reflects their view, by
using a 5-point scale where 1 represents “not familiar” and 5 represents “extremely familiar”.

13%
Not
familiar

1

Somewhat
familiar

2

26%

30.5%

31%
30.5%

Familiar

Very
familiar

Extremely
familiar

3

4

5

The chart shows that 87% of the respondents said their media organizations are familiar with
Southeast Asia and ASEAN. Within this figure are varying degrees of familiarity with the region
and its main diplomatic grouping: 26% chose number 3 (“familiar”), 30.5% chose number 4
or “very familiar” and another 30.5% selected 5 or “extremely familiar” with the region and
ASEAN. Only 13% of the respondents chose number 2, which represents being just “somewhat
familiar” with Southeast Asia and ASEAN issues.

15
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Question 2 How confident are your journalists to report on ASEAN issues/		
stories?
This question asked the respondents to encircle the number that best reflects their view, by using
a 5-point scale where 1 represents “not confident” and 5 represents “extremely confident”.

4%

13%

26%

44%

Not
confident

Somewhat
confident

Confident

Very
confident

1

2

3

4

13%
Extremely
confident

5

A total of 83% of respondents said that their journalists are, on the whole, confident in reporting
on ASEAN/regional stories.
This percentage comprises 26% of respondents who chose number 3 or an assessment that
their journalists are “confident”, followed by number 4 or “very confident” (44%), and number
5 or “extremely confident” (13%). These results appear to show a degree of consistency with
question number 1 of Section 3, where 58% of the respondents said that their media organization
uses content from their “own journalist/editor/columnist” for their coverage on ASEAN issues.
A total of 13% chose number 2 or “somewhat confident” and only 4% chose number 1 or “not
confident”.

16
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Question 3 How skilled are your journalists in doing regional/ASEAN 			
reporting?
This question asked the respondents to encircle the number that best reflects their view, using a
5-point scale where 1 represents “not skilled” and 5 represents “highly skilled”.

4%
Not
skilled

1

17%
Somewhat
skilled

2

31%

48%

Skilled

Very
skilled

Extremely
skilled

3

4

5

The respondents mostly chose number 3 or “skilled” (31%) and number 4 or “very skilled” (48%),
indicating that they believe their journalists are skilled in carrying out regional reportage and
covering ASEAN-related issues. Together, their responses make for a total of 79% of editors
reporting their staff as being skilled in varying degrees. A total of 21% of the respondents chose
number 1 or “not skilled” and 2 or “somewhat skilled”, reflecting their assessment that their
journalists lack enough skills in regional reporting.
No respondent selected the option “extremely skilled”.

17
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Question 4 What is the level of difficulty of covering ASEAN issues for your 		
journalists?
This question asked the respondents to encircle the number that best reflects their view, using a
5-point scale where 1 represents “not difficult” and 5 represents “extremely difficult”.

52%
17%

Not
Difficult

1

Somewhat
Difficult

2

26%
4%

Difficult

Very
Difficult

3

4

Extremely
Difficult

5

From their responses, 82% of the editor-respondents found that ASEAN issues are difficult for
their staff. The degrees of difficulty are reflected in the range of responses from 52% choosing
number 3 or “difficult”, 26% choosing number 4 or “very difficult” and 4% choosing number 5 or
“extremely difficult”. A total of 18% chose number 2 or “somewhat difficult” and no respondent
chose number 1 or “not difficult”.
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Question 5 How much priority does your media outlet give to ASEAN issues?
This question asked the respondents to encircle the number that best reflects their view, using a
5-point scale where 1 represents “not high priority” and 5 represents “extremely high priority”.
Most of the respondents chose number 4 or “very high priority” (39%), indicating their view that
their media outlets do give importance to ASEAN-related issues. Twenty-two percent chose
number 3 or “high priority”, and 17% chose number 5 or “extremely high priority”. Together,
these three ratings combine to make a total of 78% of respondents who said that their media
houses consider ASEAN and regional issues a priority – in varying degrees - in their news agenda.
However, 22% of them chose number 2 or “somewhat high priority” (13%) and number 1 or “not
high priority” (9%).

9%

13%

Not high
priority

Somewhat
high
priority

1

2

22%

High
priority

3

39%

Very high
priority

4

17%
Extremely
high
priority

5
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Question 6 How interested in ASEAN issues are your audience/ readers/		
followers?
This question asked the respondents to encircle the number that reflects their view, using a
5-point scale where 1 represents “not interested” and 5 represents “extremely interested”.
Seventy-nine percent of the respondents chose number 3 or “interested” (35%), number 4 or
“very interested” (27%), and number 5 or “extremely interested” (17%), indicating that they think
that their audiences are interested in ASEAN and regional issues. But some respondents chose
number 1 or “not interested” (4%) and number 2 or “somewhat interested” (17%), reflecting
their perception that their audiences do not find ASEAN issues so interesting as news material.

17%

35%

27%

17%

4%
Not
interested

1

20

Somewhat
interested

2

Interested

3

Very
interested

4

Extremely
interested
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Question 7 What are the three (3) biggest challenges journalists face in 		
reporting on ASEAN issues?
In this question, the respondents were asked to choose up to three among a list of seven issues
that, in their assessment, present the biggest challenges to their journalists in reporting ASEANrelated issues.

48%

Selecting,
identifying
concrete
story ideas
and angles

1

43%

39%

Understanding
Nuances
the ASEAN
of ASEAN
Community
ministerial
and its
meetings,
3 pillars;
summits and
blueprints and documents,
commitments and decisionmaking

2

3

57%

65%

Putting a
human face
on ASEAN
events and
issues

Developing
stories
outside
ASEAN
summits and
meetings

Lack of
financial
resources

4

5

6

26%

Others

7

The editors’ ranking of the challenges listed above reflects their evaluation of the skills needed
around reporting more consistently, and more capably, on ASEAN and regional issues. Majority
(65%) of the editors chose “lack of financial resources” as the biggest challenge in following
ASEAN and related issues in news coverage, followed by journalists’ difficulties in developing
issue-based stories outside ASEAN summits and meetings (57%). Both of these challenges in
news reportage were selected by more than half of the respondents, reflecting the importance
with which majority of editor-respondents saw them. The third journalistic challenge they
identified was in selecting and identifying concrete story ideas and angles (48%), followed by
understanding the ASEAN Community and its three pillars and its blueprints and commitments
(43%). The other challenges were in understanding the nuances of ASEAN ministerial meetings,
summits and documents, and decision-making (39%) as well as putting a human face on ASEAN
events and issues (26%).
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Question 8 What are the top five (5) skills that your journalists need 			
further training on, to better cover ASEAN issues?

48%

Skills in using a gender-sensitive
approach to improved stories

8

9

5

6

7

13%

43%

Presenting stories in multimedia/
more interactive formats

57%

Skills in using a
regional perspective

4

48%

Developing good sources around
the ASEAN region/regional issues

3

65%

Understanding relevant
statistics and figures

2

30%

Identifying and diversifying
sources

52%

Building good story structure and
flow (storytelling)

1

22%

Interviewing

Crafting solid, interesting,
effective story angles

78%

Knowing how/where to get
reliable, current statistics

This question asked the respondents to choose the top 5 skills, from a list of 10, that they think
their journalists need further training on in order to carry out better, more skilled coverage of
ASEAN-related issues.

10

Seventy-eight percent of the editor-respondents identified crafting solid, interesting, effective
story angles as the skill their journalists needed most. This was followed by knowing how/
where to get reliable, current statistics (65%), developing good sources around the ASEAN
region/regional issues (57%), building good story structure and flow (storytelling) (52%),
understanding relevant statistics and figures (48%), having skills in using a regional perspective
(48%), presenting stories in multimedia/more interactive formats (43%), identifying and
diversifying sources (30%), interviewing (22%), and having skills in using a gender-sensitive
approach to improve stories (13%).
(Twenty-three of the 24 respondents answered the 8 questions in Section 4, and one
respondent skipped them.)

22
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S e ction

Space for Regional Stories on ASEAN Issues

Question If you were given quality,
original feature stories from/about
ASEAN, written from within the region,
would your media outlet be interested in
using these?
A total of 92% of the respondents replied
positively to this question, saying that their
media houses would be interested in using
quality original feature stories about ASEAN
that are produced from within the region.

8%

92%

Yes
No

were asked to share more of their thoughts,
editors had responses ranging from “this
will help to make our stories on ASEAN
have more variety and in-depth content”,
“they can bring us new perspective”, and
“the stories may bring useful information
for readers, help them to understand more
about the region”. They also believe that
having ASEAN stories produced from within
ASEAN countries themselves, by journalists
from the region, would be desirable. One
editor said that “because the issue(s) of each
country in the region are reflected through
the unbiased view of the journalist(s) in that
country, (they) will be more accurate and bring
a better, adequate view for the readers”.
Eight percent of respondents responded in
the negative to this question, for reasons
that included “editorial policy (that does) not
allow” them to use such syndicated stories
and “it depends a lot on (the) finance and
advertisement (sections)”.

In the portion of the questionnaire where they

23
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Reflections

the results and insights that emerged from this survey on ‘how do newsrooms

handle coverage of asean-related issues?’ show that there is a high level of interest among the
newsrooms of Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam in strengthening their journalists’
capacity to cover ASEAN- and Southeast Asia-related news issues in a more consistent manner,
and in a more knowledgeable way.
This, is turn, can be seen as recognition by news desks in CLMV and in ASEAN countries of their
value as news – or current topics that deserve a degree of priority in the news menu – as well as
stories that are of interest and importance to their publics.
From their responses to the survey questions, CLMV editors indicated that for them, the biggest
challenge in reporting on ASEAN-related issues lies in the lack of financial resources and skills
in covering and analyzing such issues outside events, such as ASEAN summits and meetings.
While the survey responses could not go into a lot of detail, they nevertheless provide rich
perspectives from editors from a mix of news organizations in CLMV.
Despite some inconsistencies observed in the survey responses, such as those referred to in
Question 1 of Section II, the Reporting ASEAN program gained useful insights into how the
newsrooms in CLMV handle ASEAN-related coverage. Most of the editor-respondents said their
media outlets already carried articles on ASEAN and regional issues; almost half said their outlets
have a section for these topics. However, the journalistic challenges and needed skills that they
identified point to specific areas for skills building and training around reporting regionally and
understanding how ASEAN, and the idea of ASEAN regional integration, works.
As perspectives coming from within the media community, in particular the CLMV countries as
a subset of the 10 ASEAN countries, the survey results also tell ASEAN how the association and
its work look like from the news point of view.
Important insights and suggestions arise from the qualitative responses shared by some editors.
For instance, an editor-respondent from Lao PDR suggested having more regional training
activities, including a platform for the exchange of experiences against the backdrop of a
changed media environment. “In the future, there should be more opportunities for training
or venue(s) for exchanging opinions and experience(s) among ASEAN journalists from various
fields. At the moment, social media (is growing) rapidly, and this is a challenge for traditional
media,” he pointed out. Two other respondents from Lao PDR made similar suggestions.
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Similar insights came from a respondent from Cambodia, who said: “It should be time that
regional media institutions (have a) joint editorial room or produce bylined stories related to
ASEAN. A capacity building and coordination mechanism should be established as well in order
. . . to focus (on producing) more stories.”
A senior Lao editor suggested that the Jakarta-based ASEAN secretariat “support us in cohosting some training courses/workshops locally”. His suggestion brings out the idea that
training and practicing reporting with a regional/ASEAN perspective within local, in-country
locations would take into account the capacities of journalists across different ASEAN countries,
their different media contexts and cultures, as well as the particular ASEAN issues relevant to
their communities.
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Questionnaire for CLMV Editors

SURVEY ON NEWSROOMS’ HANDLING OF
ASEAN-RELATED COVERAGE
Name:
Position:
Media organization:
Website URL:
Type of media:
___ TV
___Print (newspaper/magazine)
___ Online
Frequency of publication/program:
Years in the media profession:

__ Radio

1/Coverage of ASEAN-related stories and issues:
Does your media outlet carry stories related to/about ASEAN and the ASEAN Community?
___Yes
____No
____ Not certain
What is the most common format of these published/aired stories?
___ Straight news
____ Feature/analyses
____ Column/op-ed pieces
Where do these ASEAN-related stories appear?
___ In the local or national page/section/program
___ in a Southeast Asia/Asia page/section/program
___ Others
How often do you publish stories related to ASEAN issues?
___ Hardly (1 to 3 times a year)
___ Daily to once a week
___ More than 4 times a month
___ Never/don’t recall
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____ 2 to 4 times a month

Do you have a separate/focused section/program segment on ASEAN-related issues?
___ Yes
____No
If yes, please indicate the following:
Name of section/program:
Frequency of publication/airing:

Where do these ASEAN-related stories appear?
___ In the local or national page/section/program
• • • How Do Newsrooms Handle Coverage of ASEAN-related Issues?
___ in a Southeast Asia/Asia page/section/program
___ Others
How often do you publish stories related to ASEAN issues?
___ Hardly (1 to 3 times a year)
___ Daily to once a week
___ More than 4 times a month
___ Never/don’t recall

____ 2 to 4 times a month

Do you have a separate/focused section/program segment on ASEAN-related issues?
___ Yes
____No
If yes, please indicate the following:
Name of section/program:
Frequency of publication/airing:
When was this section/program started?
___ Before the launch of the ASEAN Community in December 2015
___ After the launch of the ASEAN Community in December 2015
2/Editorial resources in covering ASEAN-related issues:
Who produces most of your stories on ASEAN?
___ Own journalist/editor/columnist
___ International wire agencies/syndicated services
___ Others
Why is this so? __________________________________________________________________
Do you have a staff journalist assigned to focus on/follow ASEAN issues, and develop stories on
these?
____ Yes
____ No
Do they also cover other beats/topics? ____ Yes ____ No
What are these topics? ______________________________________________________________
Has your media organization ever sent its own journalist/s to cover an ASEAN event outside
your country?
____ Yes
____ No
If not, why? __________________________________________________________________
Does your media house train its staff journalists on covering ASEAN or doing regional
reporting?
____ Yes
____ No
Do you have an in-house training section/department? ____ Yes

____ No

3/If you were given quality, original feature stories from/about ASEAN, written from within the
region, would your media outlet be interested in using these?
____ Yes
____ No
Why? __________________________________________________________________
4/Please encircle the number that reflects your views (1 being the least to 5 being the most):
How familiar is your media organization with Southeast Asia/ASEAN?

1

2

3

4

5

How confident are your journalists to report on ASEAN issues/stories?
(1-not confident at all to 5-extremely confident)

1

2

3

4

5

How skilled are your journalists in doing regional/ASEAN reporting?
(1-not skilled, 5-highly skilled)

1

2

3

4

5

What is the level of difficulty of covering ASEAN issues for your journalists?

1

2

3

4

5

(1-not familiar to 5- extremely familiar)
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(1-not difficult, 5-extremely difficult)
How much priority does your media outlet give to ASEAN issues?

1

2

3

4

5

How familiar is your media organization with Southeast Asia/ASEAN?

1

2

3

4

5

How confident are your journalists to report on ASEAN issues/stories?
(1-not confident at all to 5-extremely confident)

1

2

3

4

5

How skilled are your journalists in doing regional/ASEAN reporting?
(1-not skilled, 5-highly skilled)

1

2

3

4

5

What is the level of difficulty of covering ASEAN issues for your journalists?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

(1-not familiar to 5- extremely familiar)
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(1-not difficult, 5-extremely difficult)
How much priority does your media outlet give to ASEAN issues?
(1-not a priority, 5-extremely high priority)
How interested in ASEAN issues are your audience/readers/followers?
(1-not interested, 5-extremely interested)
5/What are the three (3) biggest challenges journalists face in reporting on ASEAN issues?
(Check only 3 choices.)
___ Selecting, identifying concrete story ideas and angles
___ Understanding the ASEAN Community and its 3 pillars; blueprints and commitments
___ Nuances of ASEAN ministerial meetings, summits and documents and decision-making
___ Putting a human face on ASEAN events and issues
___ Developing stories outside ASEAN summits and meetings
___ Lack of financial resources
___ Others (please specify:
________________________________________________________________)

6/What are the top five (5) skills that your journalists need further training on, to better cover
ASEAN issues? (Check only 5 from the choices below.)
___ Crafting solid, interesting, effective story angles
___ Interviewing
___ Building good story structure and flow (storytelling)
___ Identifying and diversifying sources
___ Knowing how/where to get reliable, current statistics
___ Understanding relevant statistics and figures
___ Developing good sources around the ASEAN region/regional issues
___ Skills in using a regional perspective
___ Skills in using a gender-sensitive approach to improve stories
___ Presenting stories in multimedia/more interactive formats
Please write down any other insights you would like to share:
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
(end)
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your insights are valuable to improving
the capability and confidence of journalists from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam in
covering ASEAN- and region-related stories.
- The Reporting ASEAN Team
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About Reporting ASEAN

reporting asean is an independent media

venue for the discussion of current news and
issues around ASEAN regionalism, including
the development and social issues these
raise for the nearly 650 million people in this
region. A homegrown space for training and
doing regional news, the program focuses on
strengthening skills in storytelling, reporting
and analyses of ASEAN-related issues, as part
of encouraging greater editorial investment
by the region’s media in the larger story of
regional integration.
While ASEAN and the ASEAN Community
have received a lot more mention in the
media and have better recall among publics in
Southeast Asia today, news coverage of these
remains heavily focused on following – and
is often limited to – ASEAN summits, annual
meetings and high-profile events. Many news
reports relay what their officials say or do at
ASEAN meetings, but far fewer investigate
the impact of decisions or policies made at
the state and regional levels or look at ASEAN
regionalism, identity or sense of community.
In addition, many media houses in ASEAN
countries have habitually relied on coverage
produced by non-regional or western news
agencies or syndicates that follow issues of
interest to their own, non-ASEAN, audiences.
This event-based definition of ASEANfocused news often leaves little room for indepth analysis and investigation of the role
and impact of ASEAN’s brand of regional
integration. It also means that many articles
tend to carry mostly the voices and views of
state officials, rather than those from ASEAN’s
constituency itself.
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These leave a gap in the media for
independent, critical analyses of issues
related to ASEAN integration and communitybuilding.
Reporting ASEAN has three components: a
feature series on www.reportingasean.net,
media fellowships/training and a media forum/
conference series. It works on developing
practical resources that journalists and
communicators can use to better understand
and report on ASEAN issues, including in local
languages. Reporting ASEAN has worked with
nearly 50 journalists from ASEAN countries as
of 2019.
The program was created in 2014 by Bangkokbased journalist/editor Johanna Son, who
has been covering ASEAN/Southeast Asian
and foreign policy issues for more than three
decades. From 2016 to 2019, Reporting
ASEAN was hosted by the Philippinesbased Probe Media Foundation Inc.
Founding support for Reporting ASEAN was
from the Rockefeller Foundation. Past partners
have included the Asia Foundation, the
Canada Fund for Local Initiatives, the ASEAN
CSR Network, the ASEAN Foundation/JapanASEAN Integration Fund/Bangkok Bank.
The pilot project that led to the creation
of Reporting ASEAN was the ‘Reporting
Development in ASEAN’ program, supported
by the International Development Research
Center (Canada).
For information:
reportingasean@tutanota.com;
reportingasean@gmail.com
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HOW DO
NEWSROOMS
HANDLE
COVERAGE OF
ASEAN-RELATED
STORIES AND
ISSUES?

What editorial value do newsrooms in Cambodia,
Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Myanmar and
Vietnam put on stories and issues related to the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),
ASEAN regionalism and integration?
How do they invest in covering these? What is CLMV
editors’ assessment of their staff journalists’ skills in
understanding ASEAN to do in-depth and critical
reportage on regional issues?
The responses to, and reflections around, these
questions are discussed in the report ‘How Do
Newsrooms Handle Coverage of ASEAN-Related
Issues? Views from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar
and Vietnam’. It discusses the results of a qualitative
survey that the Reporting ASEAN media program
carried out as part of its CLMV Integration Series
(2018-19).
Reporting ASEAN hopes that the findings in this
report – about how the media view and handle
ASEAN issues in terms of news – provide information
that is useful to a mix of audiences such as journalism
teachers and media trainers, editors and publishers,
as well as foreign policy experts, diplomats,
government officials and other students of the idea
that is ASEAN.
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